This paper describes the proposed AIGO detector for the worldwide array of interferometric gravitational wave detectors. The first part of the paper summarizes the benefits that AIGO provides to the worldwide array of detectors. The second part gives a technical description of the detector, which will follow closely the Advanced LIGO design. Possible technical variations in the design are discussed.
Introduction: science benefits of AIGO
An individual gravitational wave (GW) detector is almost omni-directional with a wide antenna pattern and poor angular resolution. In order to undertake GW astronomy and astrophysics, a network of detectors is indispensable. The existing network consisting of the two LIGO sites [1] , Virgo [2] and GEO600 [3] has poor angular resolution along directions perpendicular to the line connecting the USA and Europe, and correspondingly poor polarization information. Limited information about the wave strength in the two polarizations will leave many questions about the sources unanswered, and underlines the case for extension of the network. The addition of a southern hemisphere detector maximizes the network baseline, improving sensitivity and sky coverage and enabling astrophysical studies.
Advanced LIGO [4] , Advanced Virgo [5] and GEO-HF [6] are upgrades of the initial ground-based interferometric GW detectors. They are currently under construction. To enhance this network new detectors are proposed: LCGT [7] in Japan, AIGO in Australia and IndIGO a possible detector in India (figure 1). These advanced detectors are designed to have improved low frequency performance and lower shot noise, leading to amplitude sensitivity about 10 times better than existing detectors, enabling them to monitor a volume of the universe 1000 times larger than current detectors. They are expected to enable frequent detection of GW sources in the 10 Hz-10 kHz range. Localization and identification of sources, plus full extraction of polarization data from gravitational waveforms and joint GW-electromagnetic (EM) studies will allow general relativity to be probed in the strong field regime.
Angular resolution and source localization
The addition of another detector, well out of the plane of the existing network, enables improved angular resolution for GW sources that would otherwise be poorly resolved.
For transient sources, such as short bursts and binary inspirals, the network directional sensitivity is determined by comparison of the signal phase at widely spaced detectors. Thus a fourth detector, placed well out of the plane formed by the existing three, will allow the number of sources that can be located to within a single galaxy to be increased by a factor of 3 [8] .
AIGO improves the ability to determine, from GW detection alone, the location of the sources on the sky. The coherent analysis of signals from the array allows the network to have diffraction limited resolution, where, as with VLBI radio astronomy, the angular resolution is set by the ratio of the signal wavelength to the product of the projected detector spacing in a direction perpendicular to the source and the signal-to-noise ratio. Detailed calculations by Wen et al [8] indicate that inclusion of AIGO would improve the international network's ability to localize sources. These calculations assume that the sensitivity of AIGO is comparable to the Advanced LIGO one. Figure 2 shows a significant improvement in the angular uncertainty on the sky when adding AIGO to the network of GW detectors. The increase in maximum baseline improves the angular resolution in almost all sky directions. It also reduces the Figure 3 . The average number of galaxies expected within a 1 − σ error ellipse for different gravitational wave detector arrays, based on the angular resolution of each array for each sky direction. The figure shows that the number of galaxies per error ellipse is reduced from almost 200 for the LIGO-Virgo array, to less than 10 for LIGO-Virgo-AIGO. For a single additional detector, AIGO gives the greatest benefit, but the best array contains AIGO and LCGT.
number of galaxies within an average error ellipse by one order of magnitude as figure 3 shows; the array is further improved if LCGT is added. We note that since the angular resolution is inversely proportional to the frequency of the source, the resolution will depend on the source type.
Gravitational waves polarization
The primary goal of developing the science of GW astronomy requires the measurement of both GW polarizations, as this increases the potential to extract astrophysical information. To extract the two orthogonal polarizations (h + and h × ) of the the incident wave, a network with detectors of different orientation in three dimensions is required. The overlap of the individual antenna patterns spreads over the spherical surface of the Earth creating a non-uniform global antenna pattern. This complex network antenna pattern rotates relative to a galaxy distribution pattern. The ability of the network antenna to resolve individual host galaxies will depend on the instantaneous coincidence of the antenna pattern with the galaxy distribution pattern.
Consider, for example, waves from a binary coalescence. Advanced detectors are expected to detect ∼40 events per year. In this case, the amplitude ratio of the two GW polarizations encodes the inclination of the plane of the binary orbit with respect to the line of sight from the Earth. Once the orbital inclination is defined, the frequency evolution of the gravity wave signal contains a complete description of the system, and the observed amplitude therefore encodes the distance of the source. It is this remarkable property of GW signals that enables them to be powerful cosmological probes. Adding an Australian detector to the network augments its capability to measure polarizations simply due to its orientation on the nearly spherical surface of the Earth. Thus AIGO enables the network to obtain two to three times improved precision for distance estimation of sources [9] .
Gravitational waves and electromagnetic waves
The correlation of EM sources with GW signals provides enormous science benefits. It is possible to search for EM transients correlated with candidate GW events that alone would have insufficient signal-to-noise ratio to be able to claim detection. Thus, instead of restricting candidate detection to high signal-to-noise ratio events, corresponding to say one false positive detection in 50 years, one can work with a reduced signal-to-noise where the false positive rate is say one per day. If the angular resolution is adequate, then EM detectors can search the error ellipse for a coincident afterglow. An EM source spatially and temporally correlated with a GW candidate is extremely unlikely. Therefore low signal-to-noise ratio GW events can translate into highly significant detections of GW. In this way EM correlation enables an enhancement in the sensitivity and the horizon distance for the GW detector array, corresponding to a substantially improved event rate.
If a detected GW burst or inspiral chirp of GW is accompanied by an EM signal such as a gamma-ray burst, then a comparison of the arrival times of the two bursts will give an immediate, high-precision measurement of the speed of GW relative to that of light. Such a test depends crucially on having sufficient angular resolution for the GW signal to identify reliably that the EM pulse came from the same source.
For binary black hole inspirals, the luminosity distance can be determined from the GW inspiral event, independent of the red shift determined from observation of the host galaxy. This allows a powerful independent probe of the Hubble law [10] , cosmological acceleration and the equation of state of dark energy [9] .
Optical telescopes distributed around the world can potentially respond to GW triggers and search the relevant sky directions. A 1 m fast response robotic telescope has been installed at the proposed AIGO site. It is primed to respond to external triggers robotically and has already observed gamma-ray burst afterglows as faint as apparent magnitude ∼23 [11] .
Noise performance
Broadband stationary noise in a network of detectors is reduced as the square root of the number of detectors. While this factor is not large (∼25%), it has a much larger effect on the number of detectable sources. This number depends on the volume of the accessible universe, which increases as the cube of the detector strain sensitivity. Therefore, the addition of a southern hemisphere detector of sensitivity comparable to the advanced detectors is expected to double the number of detectable sources.
All detectors experience some periods of downtime (due to strong seismic events for example); an additional detector has a significant effect on reducing array downtime, thereby ensuring continuous monitoring of rare events. For non-stationary noise, a larger network has the benefit of being much better at rejecting spurious signals. Such signals must mimic a GW passing through the network by arriving at each detector at a time and with appropriate amplitude to be consistent with a real GW signal. The probability of such a false alarm reduces as the power of the number of detectors, so the addition of a single detector reduces this probability by a factor of 10-100 depending on the types of signal.
The improvements that the addition of AIGO provides to the GW network enhances the knowledge we can gain about the GW sources. For some sources, such as core collapse supernovae, the waves are likely to be poorly understood prior to GW observations. While signals from black hole binary mergers are likely to be only moderately well understood, waves from coalescing binaries prior to merger are well understood. In the not-wellunderstood regime one must use the observed waves to solve an 'inverse' problem and obtain an understanding of the dynamics of the source. Gürsel and Tinto [12] developed methods for performing the 'inverse' problem, and examined how well it could be implemented using detectors located in North America, Europe and Australia. Their work demonstrates that the addition of AIGO to the network improves the reconstruction of such waves. In the other extreme of a well-understood system, the signal can be used to define the source distance and location on the sky. 
AIGO: technical description
It is proposed that AIGO be located on Wallingup plain, the site of the current Gingin research facility. The site consists of a flat 50 km 2 area of deep silica sand. This provides excellent attenuation of seismic waves in the 4-20 Hz frequency band [13] suitable for a sensitive instrument like an interferometric GW detector. The nearby Gravity Discovery Centre, a public education centre, was designed to be far enough away to prevent seismic disturbance from visitor activity. Figure 4 shows a diagram of the proposed site for AIGO. The interferometer arms will be located on flat limestone roadways which can be created at low cost due to the flatness, stability and ease of construction in this landscape.
Here, we summarize the main features of AIGO, which is based on the design of Advanced LIGO. As a consequence the predicted sensitivity of AIGO is also similar to Advanced LIGO, which is presented in figure 5 .
Optical configuration
The proposed AIGO design is a dual recycled Michelson interferometer with Fabry-Perot arm cavities. The arm cavities are defined by the partially reflecting input test mass (ITM) and the high reflectivity end test mass (ETM). By placing a partially reflecting mirror at the input of the interferometer before the beam splitter, the bright fringe (which corresponds to the common mode strains of the two arms) will be reflected back into the interferometer arms. This power recycling technique increases the circulating power in the arm cavities without affecting the frequency response of the interferometer [14] .
The first generation of interferometric GW detectors (LIGO and Virgo) used marginally stable power recycling cavities in an essentially flat/flat configuration. These cavities did not confine the spatial modes of the RF sidebands which led to significant spatial mode mismatch between them and the carrier. Also marginally stable signal recycling cavities will reduce the amplitude of the GW sidebands by resonantly enhancing the scattering of light into higher order spatial modes. As a consequence, stable recycling cavities are an integral part of the optical design of the next generation of interferometric GW detectors [15, 16] . Figure 6 shows the proposed optical layout for AIGO, including an input mode cleaner (IMC), a power recycling cavity (PRC), two arm cavities, a signal recycling cavity (SRC) and an output mode cleaner (OMC). The IMC has been thoroughly studied [17, 18] and the current design includes a suspended IMC [19] ; however, an optical fibre mode cleaner is being studied by research institutes in France and could be included in the AIGO design [20, 21] .
Due to the higher circulating power in advanced detectors, test masses that form the Fabry-Perot arms are made up of high purity fused silica to reduce thermal effects. To control these effects a fused silica compensation plate will be installed behind each ITM inside the PRC; sensing will be done using off-axis Hartmann sensors. This configuration had been successfully tested at the Gingin test facility [22] . Test masses will be heavier (∼40 kg) in order to reduce the effects of radiation pressure. Multi-layer dielectric coatings are being developed to reduce the related thermal noise [23] . Large spot sizes are needed in order to maximize the averaging over the thermal fluctuations in the test masses and thereby reduce the test mass thermal noise. At the same time it is necessary to keep the fundamental mode diffraction losses sufficiently low (normally below 1 ppm per round trip).
Sensing and control
All the optical cavities mentioned above need to be kept locked at all times in order to be able to detect GW. A sophisticated sensing and control system is then required. Sensing and Figure 6 . Dual recycled advanced interferometric GW detector proposed for AIGO. The figure shows stable recycling cavities and length degrees of freedom, including input mode cleaner (IMC) and output mode cleaner (OMC). The power recycling mirror (PRM), beam splitter (BS), both input test masses (ITMx and ITMy), and both end test masses (ETMx and ETMy). It shows stable power recycling cavity (PRC) formed by the power recycling mirrors (PR1, PR2 and PR3) and both input test masses passing through the BS. Also a stable signal recycling cavity (SRC) formed by the signal recycling mirrors (SR1, SR2 and SR3) and both ITMs. It also shows the different degrees of freedom that need to be controlled.
control ports of the interferometer will be equipped with wavefront sensors (WFS) sensitive to the RF sidebands; optical levers are considered for angular control of the core optics and CCD cameras for beam positioning on the high reflectivity surface of the core optics. In addition, the transmitted beam of each optic will be monitored by a quad-photo-detector (QPD) sensitive to the carrier light [24] .
In principle two radio frequency (RF) sidebands are enough to control all 5 length degrees of freedom of an advanced dual recycled interferometer. These two RF modulation frequencies (f 1 and f 2 ) make the use of double and/or differential demodulation techniques possible. The two RF sidebands allow us to obtain length signals using single demodulation at f 1 and f 2 or differential demodulation at f 1 ± f 2 , and double demodulation at a combination of f 1 − f 2 and f 1 + f 2 where the signal is produced by the beat between the two RF sidebands, equivalent to (f 1 × f 2 ) [25] .
The input signals for the sensing and control systems come from the different sensors installed around the interferometer. Tuned signals that are band-pass filtered before being synchronously demodulated are used for detection of the various degrees of freedom. Each of these signals is fed to an input matrix where each length degree of freedom can be calculated. These are the differential arm length (L − ), Michelson length (l − ), common arm length (L + ), power recycling cavity length (l + ) and signal recycling cavity length (l src ). Figure 6 shows their definitions in the advanced dual recycled interferometer configuration proposed for AIGO.
The addition of a SRC and its operation in a detuned configuration will introduce an imbalance on the control sidebands reducing the sensitivity of the interferometer [26] . By introducing a very little offset in the Michelson arms (picometre scale) a small amount of carrier light will appear at the output port. This small fraction of carrier light is then used as the local oscillator necessary to demodulate the output signal and read the GW signal. This technique known as direct-conversion (DC) readout was proposed in 2000 by Fritschel [27] ; it is being tested in Enhanced LIGO and it will be implemented in the advanced detectors (Advanced LIGO, Advanced Virgo and GEO-HF). It has several technical advantages, including the increase of signal to shot noise ratio by eliminating the vacuum fluctuations at twice the frequency of the modulation [28] . DC readout also allows for the addition of a short (∼1 m) OMC that rejects all but the fundamental mode component of the contrast defect [29] . In future configurations the OMC could provide an excellent reference for aligning the injection of squeezed light [30] .
Vibration isolation
Advanced LIGO has been chosen to implement a 'stiff' pre-isolation technique based on hydraulic systems distributed at each corner of the vacuum chamber, complemented by a two-stage six-DOF active isolator in vacuum [31] . These provide vertical and horizontal preisolation for the whole chamber combining geophones and seismometers with high resonant frequencies in a high-bandwidth control loop. A four-stage pendulum test-mass suspension provides significant additional isolation in the GW band.
A different approach in terms of pre-isolation has been taken by other groups adopting a 'soft' design [32] [33] [34] . Primarily based on very low resonant frequencies, these are achieved with different damping solutions based on anti-spring designs and electromagnetic coupling, complemented with low bandwidth feedback control loops. A vibration isolation system based on multiple cascaded stages, see figure 7(a), has been developed by UWA. The design includes two stages of horizontal pre-isolation, and one stage of vertical pre-isolation with resonant frequencies ∼100 mHz. The nested structure facilitates a compact design and enables horizontal pre-isolation stages to be configured to create a super-spring configuration [35] , where active feedback can enable performance close to the limit set by seismic tilt coupling. The pre-isolation stages are combined with multistage self-damped pendulums, where Euler springs are used to obtain vertical normal modes well matched to the pendulum frequencies [36] . In the current system the test mass is attached to the control mass through a niobium flexure suspension that minimize internal modes and provides a high Q-factor [37] . This could be replaced with a fused silica suspension if required. While the vibration isolation system is mainly of passive design, some feedback is required for low frequency control, such as alignment and drift corrections, and damping of normal modes [38] . A pair of full scale isolators are in operation at the Gingin facility and have been used to lock a 72 m suspended cavity with finesse ∼750 [39] . Figure 7(b) shows the measured cavity displacement for the UWA system and the expected displacement once the system has been upgraded with a super-spring configuration. Mostly passive, and relatively low cost, it needs to be confirmed through careful review, that it is compatible with the Advanced LIGO baseline design chosen for AIGO. 
High power laser
It is proposed that AIGO will use the same laser system designed for Advanced LIGO and developed by Laser Zentrum Hannover (LZH) and the Albert-Einstein-Institut (Hannover) [40] . It is based on a high stability low power master laser with low frequency fluctuations, which is amplified in a master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA) configuration to 35 W. The slave oscillator is an injection-locked oscillator that relies on a birefringence compensation scheme [41] . Up to the medium power stage, the laser corresponds to the MOPA laser currently being used in the Enhanced LIGO science run [42] . After high power amplification a bow-tie configuration pre-mode cleaner is installed in order to reduce higher order optical modes and provide filtering for power noise at radio frequencies. A reference cavity provides frequency stabilization with feedback to the NRPO laser. By controlling the temperature of this reference cavity one can stabilize the laser to the slow drift of the long arm cavities due to Earth tides. An AOM frequency shifter placed in the beam path towards the reference cavity is used as an actuator to stabilize the laser to the AIGO suspended input mode cleaner, which is a much quieter frequency reference.
Vacuum system
Following the successful experience of LIGO the long baselines will be fabricated from pretreated, air-baked 304L-grade stainless steel (SS304 L). The partial pressure of hydrogen is required to be ∼10 −9 mbar to obtain residual gas-phase noise of ∼10 −25 Hz −1/2 [43] . The vacuum-tube diameter (∼1.2 m) is set by the light-scattering requirements, and also by the possible need for additional optical cavities within the tube, such as a suspension point interferometer [44] .
The SS304 L, while in the form of a roll, will be baked at 450
• C for 36 h in a low-humidity air atmosphere to reduce the hydrogen outgassing rate [45] . The baffles, designed to minimize the scattering of light within the tube, will also undergo baking and will be installed along with the tube fabrication. Once the tube is installed low temperature vacuum baking (150
• C) to remove species such as H 2 O, CO and CO 2 [46] [47] [48] will be performed using a solar bakeout technique already tested experimentally [49] . Stiffening rings will be used at regular intervals to prevent the collapse of the tube under atmospheric pressure and every 200 m bellows will be located to compensate for thermal expansion. The tube will be supported on concrete footings along the length to ensure linearity within 5 mm.
A prototype vacuum control system is working satisfactorily at the 80 m test facility in Gingin and is planned to be extended to the 4 km of the full interferometer. To achieve the vacuum specifications it is necessary to use three or four pumps along each arm. End-station tanks will be pumped separately, so they contribute no additional load. The effects of baffles on the ultimate vacuum were modelled by Sunil [50] , showing that baffles only degrade the ultimate vacuum by a few per cent.
Conclusion
We have shown that an advanced GW detector similar in sensitivity to Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo makes a major improvement to the existing international network of detectors, greatly increasing the expected science return. AIGO increases the projected average baseline of the global array of ground-based GW detectors by a factor ∼4. The orientation of AIGO allows much better resolution of both wave polarizations. This enables better distance estimates for inspiral events, allowing unambiguous optical identification of host galaxies for about 25% of neutron star binary inspiral events. This can allow Hubble law estimation without optical identification of an outburst, and can also allow imaging with EM telescopes to search for weak afterglows. This allows independent estimates of cosmological acceleration and dark energy as well as improved understanding of the physics of neutron star and black hole coalescences.
The optical configuration of AIGO is identical to the Advanced LIGO one, except for the possible use of optical fibre mode cleaners. The laser system will utilize an AEI Max-Planck high power pre-stabilized laser. The digital control hardware will follow the Advanced LIGO design. The isolation and suspension design could make use of soft isolation technology developed and recently demonstrated at Gingin. Downselection will be the subject of a review which will be undertaken before completion of the vacuum infrastructure. The strain sensitivity of AIGO will match that of Advanced LIGO. Quantum squeezing technology will be used to provide enhanced sensitivity in the high frequency part of the sensitivity band.
